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My warm September wishes to everyone. September marks
the beginning of Autumn. ‘Septem’ in Latin means seven.
In the ancient calendars, September was the seventh month
of the year. However, the Romans added two more months July named after Julius Caesar and August named after
Augustus Caesar. Thanks to that, we have an extra two

months to finish our hospital before the end of 2019.

Work at the site is moving ahead well. We are already on
the third floor and staying on schedule.
‘Team work’ is

the

ultimate

accelerator

of

any

activity. A team is a group of individuals working together
to achieve a goal. A group does not necessarily constitute
a team. Teams normally have members with complementary
skills and generate synergy through a coordinated effort

‘The most rewarding things you do in life are often
the ones that look like they cannot be done’.
Arnold Palmer

which allows each member to maximize their strengths and

minimize their weaknesses. Naruvi is lucky to have the
proverbial ‘team’.

My salute to all the members of the Naruvi Team, on and
off site, who are burning the midnight oil, to see the race
run to its finish, on time.
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Welcome to the Cataclysm Edition.

Nature is a force to reckon with; and
such a force demands respect too.

Mother nature is the ultimate creation;
it is equally destructive too.

‘Look deep into nature, and then you will
understand everything better’.
Albert Einstein
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August, as the name suggests, was indeed

The best in CSSD has also been shortlisted.

an ‘august’ month.

After 3 months of planning and several
brains being racked, the final configuration
of the CSSD was arrived at.

Structural work is progressing very well.
The basements were handed over to the

plumbing and electrical teams to start their

The high point of the month was the 4th

work. As the Chairman said, ‘The Team’ is

Naruvi

doing a great job.

Perspectives’. It was a mind boggling

Seminar

‘Perceptions

&

evening, with the panellists throwing their
Our corporate team has started visiting

wisdom and knowledge open to the

other facilities to check out the best

audience. Issues in the medical profession

equipment in terms of CSSD, laundry etc.

that are generally swept under the carpet,
were laid threadbare and discussed. It was a

Just as Naruvi Hospitals strives to achieve

‘one of a kind’ discussion. The participants

the highest standards in clinical work,

as well as the audience enjoyed the evening

support areas are also being afforded the

thoroughly. Everyone left the seminar with

same emphasis. The corporate team visited

remorse that the evening ended too soon.

Shantha Biotech to see their state-of-the-art

The dinner that awaited the close of the

laundry, which is planned for Naruvi

seminar complimented the superb ethos of

Hospitals.

the evening.
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Our 4th seminar, on the 18th of august,
underlined

what

Naruvi

strives

to

achieve in its journey into the future.

We

thank

the

panelists

and

the

participants for making the evening a
memorable one.

“Everything we hear is an opinion, not a fact.
Everything we see is perspective, not the truth“.
Marcus Aurelius
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Droughts have far reaching effects. It goes way beyond agricultural
farms, including many effects on human health, according to the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

Bad air: Droughts can reduce air quality and compromise the health of
people with pre-existing diseases. During drought, dry soil and wildfires
increase the amount of airborne particles, such as pollen and smoke.
These particles irritate the airways and worsen chronic respiratory
illnesses, such as asthma. Poor air quality also increases the risk of
‘Water: it has no taste, no smell, no
colour, and yet it is the most important
thing in the world’.
Paulo Coelho

respiratory tract infections, both upper and lower.

Valley fever: Drought increases the risk of people contracting fungal
infections like Coccididiomycosis or valley fever, according to CDC
sources. The disease is transmitted when spores in the soil become
airborne and are inhaled. Coccididiomycosis causes a range of
symptoms that include fever, chest pain, cough, rashes, muscle aches
etc. the CDC says.

Mental health effects
Mental disorders are known to manifest in people whose lives depend
largely on supplies of water like farmers, horticulturalists and nursery

owners.
Continued…
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Unhealthy eating: Reduced rainfall affects crops adversely. Crops
are prone to insect and locust infestations during droughts. There
is severe short supply of food items and subsequent increase in the
cost of produce which eventually lead to famine and its deathly
consequences. Water shortage leads to consumption of nonpotable water and reuse of water for irrigation without proper
purification processes. These result in epidemics of Salmonella
and E. Coli infections, among many others.

Vector borne diseases: Outbreaks of diseases transmitted by
insects, such as the West Nile virus, spread by mosquitoes, are

closely linked with drought. Droughts shrink water bodies leading
to stagnation. Stagnant waters are the perfect breeding grounds for
mosquitos. In addition, droughts change the behaviour of
mosquitoes and other fauna, allowing for out-of-the-ordinary

‘Anyone who can solve the problems of water will be worthy
of two nobel prizes – one for peace and one for science’.
John F. Kennedy

mating between different genres and species. This leads to
outbreaks of diseases such as St. Louis Encephalitis.

Recreational injuries: Lower water levels leads to increase in
injuries from summer water sport. Lower water levels are often
difficult to perceive, and people injure themselves while diving in
shallow waters or strike underwater objects while boating etc.
states the CDC.

Click here for detailed article
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The adverse human health consequences of flooding are
complex, far-reaching and difficult to attribute to the
flood itself.

There is very limited quantitative evidence of the impact
‘Floods are acts of God, but flood losses
are largely acts of man’.
Gilbert F. White

of floods on health. Nevertheless, the most common of
them are deaths, injuries and mental illnesses - during
the flood itself, during the restoration process or from
knock-on effects brought about by damage to major

infrastructure, including displacement of populations.

On an average, the higher the water depth and the
greater the flow velocity of a flood, the greater the
damage to property. Most flood-related deaths could be
attributed to rapid rise floods.

Driving into flood waters is dangerous, as cars can
become buoyant and thereby get swept away. The fatal
effects of slow-rise river floods proved to be lower if
people were aware of the risk of flooding and were

better prepared for a potential disaster. Sprains, strains,
lacerations, abrasions and contusions are the most
commonly reported injuries following floods.
Continued…
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Providing accurate information on safe management
of flood water during evacuation and clean-up with

accurate updates on the actual situation is absolutely
crucial for safe evacuation of the victims.
The deleterious health issues after floods were
explained by exposure to human and animal viruses
during evacuation and/or substantial psychological or
physical stress at the time of the floods. Furthermore,

floods are associated with increased rates of anxiety
and depression stemming from the experience itself,
troubles brought about by geographic displacement,
damage to property or loss of possessions followed
by the stress in dealing with builders and other repair
services in the aftermath of the flood, add to it
famine, disease and financial losses.
The persistence of flood-related health effects is
directly related to the intensity of the flood. A
comprehensive surveillance of morbidity from floods
is

limited,

however.

Hospitals,

ambulances,

‘Preparedness is the only way we can
combat a natural disaster’.
John Quinlan

retirement homes, schools and kindergarten in floodprone areas are at risk, and evacuation of patients and
vulnerable groups represent a further risk.
Click here for detailed article
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The Hazard: Tropical cyclones are among the most
destructive of all natural phenomena. The impact of

cyclones extend over a wide area, with strong winds and
heavy rains. However, the greatest damage to life and
property is not from the wind, but from secondary events
such as storm surges, flooding, landslides and tornadoes.

Main causes of Morbidity and Mortality:

Direct Impact: Injuries, trauma and asphyxiation due to
entrapment are observed and result from building
collapse and wind-strewn debris. Electrocution or
drowning while trying to secure personal effects are

common. Short and long term mental health effects are
also observed.

Indirect Impact: The impact of tropical cyclones on the
transmission of communicable diseases is limited.
Outbreaks of communicable diseases are rarely observed.

Nonetheless, the risk for water borne disease and vector
transmitted disease do occur, and this is due to changes in
the physical environment.
Continued…
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‘No one can prevent hurricanes, but
prosperous communities are much better
able to withstand them than poor ones’.
Robert Zubrin

The impact on the health infrastructures and all

Local and neighbouring health services are best

Temporary shelter such as tents:

lifeline systems is massive and results in food

placed to handle emergency medical care in the

As temporary resettlements in relatives’/friends’

shortages and interruption of basic public health

acute setting.

houses or in public edifices are by far more

services (water etc). In case of floods and sea

appropriate

surges, risks of drowning and spread of water

Household medicines or prescriptions:

and vector borne diseases increase precipitously.

These items are sometimes medically and legally

than

creating

population

displacement camps.

inappropriate.

Used clothing or shoes:

Inappropriate Response

Consult first WHO's guidelines on essential

In most cases, the local community donates

Medical or paramedical personnel or teams:

drugs, and the local authority of the beneficiary

more than enough of these items to meet the

Depending on these high level rescue teams

country.

demand. It is more economical, convenient and

spells disaster as they usually arrive too late.

sanitary to purchase items locally than to ship
used items.

‘Like a cyclone, imperialism spins across
the globe; militarism crushes people and
sucks their blood like a vampire’’.
Karl Liebknecht
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Click here for detailed article

It was the worst natural calamity the state has

On an average, Kerala gets 1649.55 mm

experienced in the living memory. More than

rainfall during monsoons. This year, so far,

300 people are feared dead and hundreds of

there has been 2,346.3 mm of rainfall which

thousands of others have been displaced,

is 42% more than the average, with Idukki,

living in relief camps, clueless as to how and

one of the worst affected districts receiving

when they will return to their own homes, to

92 per cent excess bouts of rain.

lead a 'normal life'. The losses suffered by the
state in terms of agriculture produce,

Proactive Bureaucracy

infrastructure, tourism and others would run

Kerala should consider itself lucky to have

into billions and is likely to take the state at

some truly inspirational bureaucrats who

least a few years to recoup.

rose to the occasion. A group of young IAS

But, amid all these, there is a silver lining - as

officers were at the forefront of every

crazy as it might sound to an outsider, the

single effort made by the state in the past

quick thinking and collective efforts have

couple of weeks. The tech-savvy young

ensured minimal damage even during the

IAS officers used the power of social

worst natural calamity. Yes, you read it

media to reach out to people, spread

correct, if it wasn't for coordinated timely

awareness, and most importantly prevented

ground level actions, the disaster would have

the spread of fake news. A couple of them

been more abyssmal.

were even seen unloading relief materials

Kerala managed to curtail the damages to the

from relief vehicles.

present extent thanks to timely action. The

Continued…

moment they realized that the rains aren't
normal, they swung into action.
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‘Heroes are ordinary people who make
themselves extraordinary’.
Gerard Way

Social media as a tool

Global Malayali takes over

If there is one single lesson the world should learn

There is a long-running joke about Keralites that

from the Kerala floods, is how to use social media.

you will find a Malayali in every corner of the

Popular

overnight

world. The global Malayali came in handy during

became control rooms for disaster relief. With the

the floods too. With many parts of Kerala cut off

situation getting out of control, almost all

from the rest of the state due to power and

Facebook pages and groups ranging from trolls to

connectivity outages for days, many Keralites

gossips and discussion forums suspended their

residing outside the state volunteered to help. They

regular activity and focused on one thing - helping

gathered information on those missing, stranded or

those affected by the flood.

in need and coordinated with officials to bring help

social

media

applications

to the thousands in distress.

This included posting information of rains,
flooding and landslides seeking help to find

Fishermen to the rescue

missing people. Many who were maroon also used

It is probably the greatest humanitarian story that

Facebook and WhatsApp to share videos of

has come from Kerala during the floods. Hundreds

themselves appealing for help, giving exact

of fishermen, all expert swimmers, from coastal

locations and contact numbers for the rescue teams

areas which were relatively less affected by the

to reach them. In the meantime, from the official

floods, came to the aid of their brothers and sisters

site, an unprecedented army of online volunteers

in trouble.

took charge.

Click here for detailed article
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‘A hero is someone who voluntarily
walks into the unknown’.
Tom Hanks
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